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Abstract 

Background: This thesis explores the dynamics of uncertainty management in collaborative 

engineering design projects among university students, utilizing a Computer-Aided Design 

(CAD) tool, Energy3D. The study extends existing literature by delving into the strategies 

students adopt to manage task-related and social uncertainties in a CAD environment, aiming 

to contribute to instructional design and enhance collaborative problem-solving skills. 

Objective: The study aims to investigate how university students navigate and manage 

uncertainty while collaborating on CAD engineering tasks. With a focus on uncovering the 

types of uncertainties students face and the strategies they employ to manage these 

uncertainties, this research intends to enhance our understanding of collaborative problem-

solving processes. Method: The study involved thirteen students, grouped into four teams, 

utilizing the Energy3D software for designing sustainable structures and assessing their energy 

performance. Data were collected through video documentation, individual SSRL radar charts, 

uncertainty-related questions, and concluding group interviews focused on the design process 

and uncertainty management. For this paper, the interaction data (from videos) was analyzed 

for markers of uncertainty and uncertainty management strategies using an existing coding 

scheme (Jordan & McDaniel, 2014). Results: Current findings suggest that students encounter 

various uncertainties, including technical challenges with CAD tools and gaps in scientific 

knowledge required for task completion. Strategies for managing these uncertainties ranged 

from reducing, maintaining, increasing, and ignoring uncertainty. Participating groups 

oscillated between these strategies in different ways. Conclusion: In conclusion, this study not 

only illuminates the complexities of managing uncertainty in collaborative CAD-enhanced 

learning environments but also offers valuable insights for enhancing educational practices. By 

understanding and leveraging the dynamics of uncertainty management, educators can foster 

more engaging, effective, and meaningful learning experiences for students. 

Recommendations: The study raises several open questions regarding the optimal ways to 

support students in managing uncertainties in CAD-enhanced collaborative learning 

environments. Future research may explore the impact of different instructional designs on 

students' ability to manage uncertainties and the potential for integrating specific tools or 

resources to facilitate this process. 
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1 Introduction  

In today’s rapidly evolving market, the need and drive for innovation are more important than 

ever. Companies and institutions of all fields are constantly seeking ways to renew their 

strategies and push the boundaries of the current state of knowledge and understanding. This 

pursuit for advancement can be found in various sectors but is especially relevant in fields 

where challenging paradigms, exploring new boundaries, and stepping into unknown scenarios 

are the norm. These include fields such as development, engineering and industrial design, 

where long-term, complex projects rely on specialised knowledge and where processes are 

filled with uncertain aspects which can create challenges or opportunities for the projects (Nota 

& Aiello, 2014).  

As highlighted before, engineering design is one of the fields which involves complex 

processes that are open-ended and often ill-structured. Because of the nature of tasks presented 

on the field, when problems arise, they are often presented with a lot of uncertainty such as 

unclear instructions and requirements or insufficient information (Seah et al., 2024). 

Uncertainty or ambiguity is not only present in such environments but as a fundamental aspect 

of human experience, uncertainty plays a crucial role in the shaping of the educational field 

and technology. In academic environments, uncertainty is typical as students strive to learn 

new information and skills, adopt new behaviours, and develop new understandings (Jordan, 

2010). Thus, learning involves uncertainty, therefore it's critical to understand how pupils deal 

with it.  Chan et al. (1997) suggest that deliberately introducing uncertainty can facilitate 

students in integrating novel concepts, values, and beliefs, while also fostering creative 

problem-solving (Audia and Goncalo, 2007; Cropley, 2006). The concept of uncertainty 

management has emerged from the understanding of how uncertainty could provide potential 

for an ongoing project.  

 When talking about uncertainty influencing learning outcomes and group dynamics, it 

is inevitable to understand the management of this phenomenon. According to the description 

by Walker et al. (2003), uncertainty management involves the understanding or the creation of 

meaning in situations where ambiguity is prevalent. When students often encounter new and 

complex problems, effective uncertainty management can potentially foster their deeper level 

understanding and initiate an innovative problem-solving strategy in collaborative learning 

environments (Walker et al., 2003). It is important to emphasise the crucial role of collaborative 

learning as a pedagogical approach to engineering and design tasks especially. The approach 
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is grounded in the theory that learning is a social construct and that students learn more 

effectively when they are actively engaged in the process of learning together with other peers 

(Piaget, 1972).  

 Experiencing uncertainty is a common problem in collaborative engineering design 

projects. Tasks could include anything from comprehending math and scientific topics to using 

digital tools and assessing design concepts. Additionally, as university-level students meet 

foreign sociocultural practices and people with varied backgrounds, beliefs, motives, 

expectations, and values, engineering design projects are environments in which uncertainty is 

likely to arise from social difficulties. This can be defined as social uncertainty. The present 

study examines how four student groups engaged in an ill-structured collaborative engineering 

design project navigate both social and task uncertainty, by using a combination of 

observations, video recordings, and interviews to shed light on their management strategies. 

 Computer-aided design (CAD) engineering programs, such as Energy 3D in the current 

research project, can be used as facilitating tools for collaborative learning in engineering 

education, echoing the broader educational shift towards integrated STEM (science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics) learning. These CAD-enabled engineering 

programs are known for their innovative, interactive properties where students can repeatedly 

scrutinise, calculate, compare, and analyse certain schemes and thus continuously manage and 

refine their understanding of a concept and their inherent uncertainties in a group. As 

highlighted by Johnson et al., (2015) and others, CAD environments enable learners to apply 

scientific inquiry, engineering design principles, mathematical reasoning, and technological 

skills synergistically, fostering a comprehensive understanding of complex concepts. 

Additionally, CAD programs allow students to visualise and manipulate design elements in 

real time which can further foster the understanding of complex concepts, enhance 

collaboration among peers and can offer a tangible means to visualize the impact of certain 

design choices. Moreover, there is empirical evidence suggesting that online collaborative 

design tools foster creativity and allow the development of diverse skills which can be used in 

the modern world. These include creative thinking and technical abilities which are essential 

when dealing with uncertainties arising from real-world problems (Dasgupta et al., 2019). 

Moreover, the utilization of CAD tools in educational settings mirrors the authentic practices 

of scientists and engineers who regularly integrate knowledge from different disciplines to 

inform their practice. This authenticity in learning experiences is vital for developing 
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knowledge applicable in real-world contexts, enhancing the successful transfer and use of that 

knowledge, and engaging students in higher-order thinking skills. 

1.1 Purpose and research questions 

The current study aims to gain insight into how student groups manage uncertainty in the 

process of solving an engineering challenge in a computer-aided design environment. By 

identifying the types of uncertainties encountered and the strategies employed to manage these 

uncertainties, the study seeks to contribute to the development of instructional designs that 

better support collaborative learning and problem-solving in engineering education. With the 

ultimate aim to later, in further research contexts, construct a model of uncertainty management 

strategies which later can be used as a guideline to other experts or students when dealing with 

uncertainty. Such a model is currently lacking which could potentially help students manage 

uncertainty to their advantage in collaborative learning environments. Therefore, the objective 

of this thesis will be to generate the first steps towards creating an uncertainty management 

model which will be beneficial in the future of education when dealing with uncertainty in 

CAD-enabled collaborative engineering design projects. Based on this, to achieve the purpose 

of the study, the following research questions were formulated:  

RQ1: What kind of uncertainty types were present when students were working on an ill-

structured computer-aided engineering design task? 

RQ2: What kind of strategies did students employ in order to manage their uncertainty? 

RQ3: How did these uncertainties and their management within the group projects influence 

the final designs? 

To answer these research questions, a non-systematic literature review is going to be conducted 

together with data gathering from student design groups in the form of a creative computer-

aided design challenge. This study is an initial exploration of categorizing and synthesizing the 

strategies students employ to manage uncertainty. It serves as a first step for the subsequent 

development of a comprehensive model aimed at effectively addressing uncertainty in 

collaborative learning environments.  

2 Theoretical framework  

The following chapters investigate the theoretical background by proposing significant 

concepts and theories which are essential for the already introduced research direction which 
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is being examined. Since the main focus of the research is to provide an overview of how to 

manage uncertainty in student design groups when working on a collaborative, ill-structured 

engineering design problem, the following chapters summarize the previous findings and 

existing literature and define key concepts connected to the researched topic. The purpose of 

this theoretical framework is to explain and support the argumentation of the current research 

study and to introduce the proposed hypotheses which will later be examined and answered 

with the help of data gathering.  

2.1 Uncertainty  

Uncertainty touches most aspects of life and is often mentioned in situations where a decision 

must be made, but the person who is supposed to make it is not sure how to proceed. 

Uncertainty is a term used in several fields according to Tannert et al. (2007), including 

economics, philosophy, finance, psychology, insurance, sociology, and information science. 

At the empirical level, uncertainty is an unavoidable companion of any measurement resulting 

in the combination of measurement errors and resolution limits of measuring instruments. At 

the social level, it can have strategic uses, such as privacy, secrecy or proprietary created and 

maintained by people. At the level of cognition, however, uncertainty emerges from the 

ambiguity and vagueness of natural language (Klir and Weirman, 1999). In the context of 

engineering projects specifically, the available literature is scarce which is the primary 

motivation of this thesis.  

 Uncertainty is a rather instantaneous and spontaneous feeling which can be relevant to 

relationships with individuals, tasks, the environment or to one’s self. These relationships and 

expressions of them could act as social cues and can influence social cognitive processes 

(Schubert, 2009; Schwarz & Clore, 2007; Afifi & Afifi, 2015). Research has shown that within 

collaborative learning environments and projects, peer interactions can influence social and 

task goals, motivational behaviour of participants, cognitive and affective behaviours and 

participation of students in the work (Jarvenoja & Jarvela, 2009; Vauras et al., 2008). Thus, 

when ambiguity or uncertainty is present in a collaborative environment, the task outcome can 

highly depend on the interactions and social cues present in the group dynamics. In academia, 

uncertainty is a common experience since students need to make sense of materials unfamiliar 

to them and have to participate in entirely new social settings (Jordan, 2010). Hence, research 

revealed that uncertainty, within the context of learning and academic achievements, can be 

sourced from the complexity, novelty, or unfamiliarity of the task (Herbst, 2003; Jordan, 2010; 
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Radinsky, 2008). One would think that because of the previously mentioned influential nature 

of uncertainty, it should be minimized or attempted to be eliminated as much as possible to 

help students gain knowledge. On the contrary, in some cases creating uncertainty facilitates 

learning by encouraging the students to rethink their current methods, values and concepts 

when solving a task or studying (reference needed). This is especially relevant when taking 

into consideration a task with a design or engineering nature (ref). In these cases, students can 

be nudged to think further, outside the box and come up with a creative problem solution which 

promotes their learning and innovative skills (Glanville, 2008).  

 Learning how to deal with ambiguity in engineering design projects, such as the current 

one, is crucial. This is due to the fact that in the duration of a task like this, students often 

encounter complex problems where they need to discover new scientific concepts, and 

technological tools or employ more advanced mathematical or physical knowledge. 

Engineering design tasks have uncertainty inherently since solving such a task involves a trial-

error strategy, multiple paths and continuous redefining of the problem itself and its 

possibilities (Pressman, 2018). Because of the collaborative nature of engineering design tasks, 

not only these task-related ambiguities are present, but also socially generated uncertainty is 

present. These can include uncertain relationships among peers, their responsibilities and roles 

within the group and the possibilities to express themselves and be understood by their peers 

(Jordan & McDaniel, 2014).  

2.2 Managing uncertainty  

As established in previous paragraphs, uncertainty is present in everyday life, but managing it 

on different levels can sometimes be challenging for individuals. According to the findings, on 

the one hand, people experiencing uncertainty in a situation are most likely trying to find a 

strategy to reduce uncertainty. In some cases, on the other hand, individuals also try to manage 

ambiguity by ignoring it, maintaining its levels or, depending on the goals or beliefs of the 

individuals, purposefully choosing to increase uncertainty (Babrow & Matthias, 2009). In the 

context of education and collaborative learning, task uncertainty and intentional uncertainty 

generation could result in more effective brainstorming and new solutions for a task (Mueller 

et al., 2011). Thus, it is essential to note that in such contexts students must learn when and 

how to express and adapt their uncertainty depending on the social setting. The process of 

uncertainty management could potentially become effective when students engage with the 

material deeply and create meaningful cognitive connections (Kaur & Dasgupta, 2019).  
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 When it comes to CAD-enhanced collaborative learning environments where students 

need to depend on each other, not only on themselves to manage uncertainty, the research 

background is scarce. Jordan (2014) conducted multiple studies in which she explained how 

peer interactions influence uncertainty management during collaborative tasks. In her study 

together with McDaniel (2014), where elementary school children were working on robotics 

tasks, they revealed that peers’ responses to uncertainty significantly influenced the teams’ 

ability to manage uncertainty and solve the tasks. These findings suggest that instructional 

design should take peer influence and social dynamics into consideration when talking about 

uncertainty in collaborative learning environments (Jordan & McDaniel, 2014).  

 In 2015 Jordan extended these findings and explored the propensities for managing 

uncertainty. This study highlights the individual differences among students’ engagement 

levels, perceptions, and attitudes towards uncertainty and how these can have an influence on 

collaborative design tasks. What can be concluded from such findings is that in order to manage 

uncertainty successfully in a collaborative setting, it is necessary to acknowledge the individual 

differences students or student groups can have. That is why it is important to create dialogue 

among students to support their uncertainty management strategies to facilitate the co-

construction of knowledge and understanding (Chen, 2019). Thus, in a collaborative setting, 

promoting open communication and support is essential. Furthermore, Chen (2020) also 

clarified in a later study that it is not only crucial for students to learn how to manage their 

uncertainty, but it is also necessary for teachers to prepare to be able to navigate uncertainty in 

learning processes. Although these studies do not focus on CAD environments, they do 

highlight the most important aspects of managing uncertainty.  

3 Method 

This chapter will cover the methodology and techniques used for the thesis. This includes the 

rationale and supporting evidence for the literature review, data gathering, data processing, and 

suggestions. To be able to answer the posed research questions, the current study has been split 

into four main parts: literature research, data collection, data analysis and recommendations. 

The study employs both quantitative and qualitative data. The research approach can be seen 

in the visualization below (Figure 1). The team of researchers were made up of three female 

students, of whom two are bachelor Psychology students and one is an Educational Psychology 

master’s student. A request to conduct this study was submitted to the Ethics Committee of the 

BMS faculty and shortly after submission, it was approved.  
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Figure 1 

Research approach 

 

3.1 Participants and recruitment  

Thirteen current students or recent graduates of the University of Twente and Saxion University 

of Applied Sciences were recruited through convenience sampling. No specific criteria were 

applied during the recruitment. All participants volunteered to take part in the experiment. They 

were then allocated to one of the four design groups, consisting of 3 or 4 students each. The 

data of group 4 was decided to be left out of the analysis because it was not complete. Because 

of various technical issues, some parts of their recording were missing, thus their score is not 

complete.   

3.2 Learning environment  

A simulation-based engineering program called Energy3D is used to design green structures 

and power plants that use renewable energy sources to promote sustainable development. A 

realistic-looking structure can be rapidly drawn by users or imported from an existing CAD 

file, then superimposed on a map image (such as a lot map or Google Map), and its energy 

performance can be assessed for any given day and location. Energy3D can quickly produce 

heat maps (like infrared cameras) and time graphs (like data loggers) for in-depth analysis 

based on computational physics and meteorological data. Additionally, generative design, 

engineering optimization, and autonomous assessment are supported by artificial intelligence. 

When the design is finished, users may print it off, cut out the pieces, and assemble a real scale 

model with the help of Energy3D. The main purpose of Energy3D is to promote science and 
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engineering education and training from middle schools to graduate institutions by offering a 

simulated environment for engineering design. It can also be used by experts as an entry-level 

energy modelling tool because of its realistic simulation results and user-friendly interfaces 

(Xie et al., 2018).  

3.3 Procedure   

At the commencement of the study, participants were instructed to organize themselves into 

groups of three or four. Each group was allocated to a pre-arranged workstation equipped with 

essential materials and tools for the experiment. These workstations were set up with a packet 

of materials for each participant, a laptop, a touchscreen device, an informational pamphlet 

detailing energy-saving and insulation strategies, and additional writing supplies. Participants 

had access to refreshments throughout the duration of the experiment. The activities of each 

group were documented using a 360° Kandao camera positioned centrally on the tables. 

Following an introductory greeting by the research team, participants were required to 

complete and sign informed consent forms, available in appendix A. The forms necessitated 

the inclusion of participants' names, which were subsequently anonymized. Participants were 

then assigned unique codes (e.g., A1, A2, A3, etc.) to use on all documentation to maintain 

confidentiality throughout the data collection process. After the informed consent process, 

groups were given time to review the task instructions collectively and engage in a preliminary 

discussion. 

Before initiating the primary task, participants completed a self-efficacy scale and the initial 

part of a regulation survey, assessing individual levels of self-regulation (refer to Appendices 

B & C). This gave the researchers an overview of the participants’ individual thinking and goal 

orientation which could then later be observed and compared to their actual behaviour in the 

group.  Following the collection of these documents, the groups commenced the first exercise. 

The task involved collaboratively designing a net-zero energy-efficient house using the 

Energy3D simulation program, adhering to specific construction and design criteria outlined 

in the appendix. The first exercise was allotted approximately 25 minutes for completion. Upon 

conclusion, participants individually completed SSRL (Self-Regulated Learning) radar charts 

(Appendix D) and responded to four questions regarding uncertainty within group dynamics. 

Participants were encouraged to express their emotions and thoughts freely regarding all parts 

of the assignment and group work in general. Additionally, participants were urged to perform 

reflective discussions once the SSRL charts were filled out after each round of challenges. 
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A brief intermission was allowed before the second task phase, wherein groups were 

tasked with revising the energy-efficient house design. In this phase, modifications to the 

foundational shape or size were restricted, yet the design was to be optimized within a fixed 

budget of €200,000 and completed within a 20–25-minute timeframe. Following this, the SSRL 

radar charts and uncertainty questions were revisited, mirroring the process of the first phase. 

After another short break, the final phase required participants to refine their house 

designs, correcting any errors to achieve net-zero energy consumption, and ensuring 

compliance with all predetermined criteria within 10 minutes. The concluding documentation 

included the SSRL radar charts, the uncertainty questions, and the second part of the regulation 

survey. The data collection concluded with individual group interviews, focusing on their 

design process and uncertainty management techniques. 

4 Data analysis 

The analytical approach of this study was both inductive and interpretive, guided directly by 

the themes and insights identified in the literature review. In this context, inductive analysis 

refers to the process of identifying patterns, themes, and categories emerging directly from the 

data itself, without preconceived hypotheses, while interpretive analysis emphasizes 

understanding the meaning and implications of those patterns concerning the participants' 

experiences and perspectives within the engineering design task. After data collection and the 

transcription of the video and audio recordings, the coding program, Atlas.ti was employed to 

organize and analyse the files. The focus of the current research is on the strategies students 

employed in order to resolve their uncertainties during the engineering design task, the rest of 

the collected data, namely the self-efficacy scales, self-regulation surveys, and SSRL radar 

charts, were decided to be left out of the analysis. An interpretive analysis is necessary for this 

inquiry since the data is limited to the interactions of participants in a collaborative group 

setting and is often ambiguous. These interactions are not always solely verbal, but also 

nonverbal and often multiple things happen simultaneously which can express uncertainty and 

its management in the group. For example, one single comment or verbal expression may move 

the whole task forward or change the course of uncertainty.  

 The first step of the data analysis was to polish the transcripts of the four groups. This 

means that the transcripts were corrected, when necessary, by viewing and listening to them 

multiple times. This resulted in a more precise indication of pauses, hesitations, paralinguistics 

(e.g ‘huh’; ‘um’), sequence of turns and overlaps in talks in each transcription. When looking 
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at uncertainty, small pauses, hesitations, and paralinguistics can convey meaning, therefore it 

is important that the recordings are carefully examined and transcribed. In the next step, the 

video recordings and transcriptions were skimmed through in order to identify and describe the 

scenarios where the design groups had issues and uncertainties and how they managed those 

situations. These identified episodes were then compared to the interviews, conducted after the 

group sessions, to search for evidence that students did experience uncertainty cognitively a 

socially in those situations. Additionally, students were also asked questions during the 

interviews about how they managed the uncertainties they faced. These statements were again 

compared to the events on the video recordings. Once these initial identifications of uncertainty 

and management strategies were noted, the data was coded using the coding scheme generated 

by Jordan and McDaniel (2014) which can be seen in Table 1 below.  

Table 1 

Strategies and categories for managing uncertainty (Jordan & McDaniel, 2014) 

Reduce Ignore Maintain Increase 

Analyse issues Keep going (persist, 

bluff) 

Delay action, 

decision, or 

evaluation 

Open the problem 

space 

Test systematically Avoid Acknowledge Purposefully seek 

multiple 

alternative action 

trajectories or 

opinions 

Engage in trial-and-

error 

experimentation 

Dismiss (do not 

consider 

introduced 

uncertainty) 

Express doubt  

Explain clearly  Blame   

Request information 

from group 

members 

   

Observe others    

Seek expert other    
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Seek information 

from materials or 

texts 

   

Ask for confirmation    

Draw on past 

experience 

   

Seek consensus    

Refer to an authority 

figure 

   

 

5 Results 

The following chapters are going to explain in detail what the findings of the study were, in 

order of the posed research questions. To ensure the trustworthiness of the data analysis, the 

coding was done by two researchers, both experienced in qualitative data analysis. To code the 

data, the strategies, and categories for managing uncertainty developed by Jordan & McDaniel 

(2014) were used (see above Table 1). Each transcript of the video recordings was then 

individually coded by both researchers according to the rubric and compared the degree of 

agreement. Throughout the coding process, the researchers would pause and discuss when there 

were any doubts or questions to eventually reach a consensus. Finally, the researchers reached 

an 88% inter-rater reliability agreement which is considered to be an acceptable rate (Shweta 

et al., 2015).  

 Throughout the CAD-enabled design project, there was a lot of uncertainty expressed 

in all four groups, but with discussions within groups and with the researchers on occasion, the 

groups were able to work through and resolve uncertainties. These uncertainties were mostly 

connected to the design optimization of the task and the students’ scientific knowledge of the 

topic. In the following, there will be certain interactions highlighted as small episodes where it 

is shown how uncertainty issues were managed by each group to achieve their goals based on 

these interactions. These episodes did not occur at a constant rate for each group, but there 

were patterns of topics which appeared in multiple groups.  

I. What kind of uncertainty types were present when students were working on the 

computer-aided engineering design task?  
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When analysing the video and audio recordings of the participant groups, there were four types 

of uncertainties identified in the current research setting. These included (a) design 

optimization issues – instances where students expressed doubts about the requirements they 

had to fulfil or about the design optimization in general; (b) lack of scientific knowledge – 

instances where students had problems with their lack of scientific knowledge necessary to 

optimise their design and fulfil the posed criteria in the task. These two uncertainty categories 

were mentioned by the students in the post-task interviews. In the following, there will be 

quotations from the participant groups in which they talk about their uncertainties based on 

these two types. The first example category entails instances where students expressed doubts 

about the requirements they had to fulfil or about the design optimization in general.  

“Just with the time. That was also a constraint because it was always like we had okay, 

now we need to start. Let's just try, try, try. And then it is difficult.” 

“Yeah. To make it, to make it look good. That was pretty challenging. Mostly because 

what we exactly wanted to do was sometimes a bit difficult to deal with. The, with the 

roof we were given. But eventually we did figure, figure it out.”  

“Especially due to the time constraint, we just kind of stuck with the first good idea we 

had and moved on to the next thing because we had to keep moving.” 

“I feel like the biggest problem in our group was probably understanding the 

assignment in different ways. So for example, when I thought, oh, it had to be livable, 

I didn't think that it meant, oh, it just has to be the minimum. It just has to be minimally 

humane, and he was like, I wanted it to be minimally humane to make sure that we 

could increase efficiency as much as possible. And you were also on his team. Yeah, it 

was unclear exactly how we would achieve the requirements of the exercise itself. So 

the ambiguity caused a little bit of confusion.” 

“But some of the things we just haven't changed during the whole design process and 

I think that might be if we had more time, then we could have also focused on but does 

this really work? So, the freedom was something which created confusion.” 

Next, when students had problems with their lack of scientific knowledge necessary to optimise 

their design and fulfil the posed criteria in the task, they expressed them the following way.  

“And for example, I tried to then go deeper into what can we do? But uh, yeah, we I 

couldn't figure any more out from the technical side, from the pamphlet, for example.” 
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“I also feel because our knowledge was a bit low on the topic, we were doing a lot of 

trial error.” 

“You only had 20 minutes, yet you were given like a two-sided piece of paper with 

physics on it. And like all these, well, necessary yet maybe overly complicated concepts 

for the assignment at hand. So, I was like, okay, how are we going to implement all of 

these things within the given time? Yeah. Um, yeah. We, we just, I think confused 

whether to like, use that thing or like, understand that thing or just start building 

quickly.” 

“And I think the, um, the pamphlet gives you some basic information. Um, but the, the 

translation into to the program, like how would you use it? It's, um, it's a bit difficult 

because, um, you can say, hey there, there's a thing called solar radiation. Well, that's 

good to know, but how would you incorporate it into your house? Um. Like that. That 

transition is not told to you. So, um, I think we read the pamphlet and then didn't do 

anything with it.” 

Table 2 

The types of uncertainties each group of students faced while working on the challenges and 

their frequency of occurrences 

 Group 1 Group 2  Group 3  Totals 

Design 

optimization 

issues 

16 17 20 58 

Lack of 

scientific 

knowledge 

4 15 11 30 

Totals 20 32 31 88 

In the table above it is clearly visible that most frequently participant groups had ambiguity 

issues with the optimization of the design. Mostly group 3 struggled with such uncertainty. 

Uncertainty based on the participants’ lack of scientific knowledge was only causing issues to 

the groups 30 times throughout the group distribution of occurrences. In this case, group 1 only 

had 4 instances and group 2 and 3 were the highest scoring with these challenges.  

II. What kind of strategies did students employ in order to manage their uncertainty?  
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To gain a better understanding of the ways how university students manage their uncertainty 

while working in a CAD-enabled engineering design environment, the study employed a 

coding scheme developed by Jordan & McDaniel (2014) and according to these criteria, 

examined the ways students responded to uncertainty within their groups. In the table below 

the frequency of each uncertainty type can be seen regarding each participant group which is 

also visualized on a scatterplot in Figure 2.  

Table 3 

The ways each group of students responded to uncertainty and their frequency of occurrences 

 Group 1 Group 2  Group 3  Totals 

Ignore 

uncertainty 

1 2 3 6 

Increase 

uncertainty 

1 6 4 12 

Maintain 

uncertainty 

3 1 4 9 

Reduce 

uncertainty  

15 23 20 61 

Totals 20 32 31 88 

 

As is seen in the table above (Table 2), all student groups mostly employed uncertainty 

management strategies to reduce their uncertainty at the given moment. To be exact, the student 

groups tried to reduce the levels of uncertainty 68 times in the course of the design process. 

The other three categories were much less popular choices among the participants. While 

attempting to increase and maintain the introduced uncertainty were used 13 and 12 times by 

all groups, the ignorance of it only happened 6 times overall. This data distribution can be 

translated as the students overall successfully recognized and attempted to reduce the 

uncertainty instead of ignoring it.  

Figure 2 

Uncertainty occurrences over the design process of the three student groups 
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As seen in the scatterplot above (Figure 2), the distribution of codes used over time varies per 

group. The most uncertainty occurrences over the time of the task were spotted in group 1.  The 

scatterplot shows that most of the uncertainty occurred in all groups at the beginning of the 

design task in the first half of the recordings (before the dotted marking). This is attributed to 

the fact that the participants were unfamiliar with the CAD-enabled environment, and they 

engaged in more conversations about their doubts regarding it. In the second half of the task 

where the groups had to design the second house with slightly different criteria, there was again 

more uncertainty present because of the changed requirements. In the end, when the students 

were asked to refine their second design in order to meet the net-zero criterion, there was still 

some uncertainty about their design optimization, but visibly not as much as in the first two 

rounds, especially in the beginning.  

The following episodes were highlighted from the transcripts to better understand what kind of 

strategies students employed and how they managed the uncertainty in the group design 

processes. In the first episode, a student tries to reduce his/her uncertainty by requesting 

information from the other group members. This conversation took place in Group 1. It was 
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their first conversation as a group after a brief introduction. After this initial uncertainty, they 

went on by talking about the instructions written on the paper presented to them. 

Excerpt 1: 

P1: So we can do changes to the house. We will see the effects also, right?  

P2: Yeah, I think so. This programme. Yeah. Um, I think this is it. *opening Energy3D 

on the laptop* And I think we can use this to build that house. 

P1: Also experiment a little bit, But I'm guessing if you make a decision, it doesn't 

mean we have to stick with it. We can still change, right?  

P2: No, I don't think. I don't think so. No. 

P1: Really? 

P2: No. It's… Ohh. Yeah. What you said that change doesn't stick. Yeah. That that 

does not. 

P1: Yeah, I’m okay with that because honestly I don't know all the answers. I’m also 

unsure… 

In this interaction, P1 expressed doubts about how the program is going to work and how their 

decisions throughout the process might be changeable or not due to the program. Another 

student replied signalling that he/she did understand the concept of the program making the 

peer interaction seem to be successful in terms of uncertainty management. Implying from the 

final answer of the concerned participant, it is possible to conclude that he/she felt understood 

by the peer who responded and thus the uncertainty was resolved. Overall, it was a common 

response in peer interactions when one participant was experiencing uncertainty and the others 

were supportive without experiencing this uncertainty themselves. This created a space for 

equal participation and debate about the design processes without letting anyone feel insecure 

about their ambiguity.  

In other cases, participants opened up about the ambiguity of the task by stating a problem and 

trying to see whether the others can offer a solution to it or not. These were the cases which 

belonged to the category of increasing the present uncertainty. The following episode from 

group 2 highlights a debate about the given budget. This conversation piece escalated from the 

instruction paper. When the students read the criteria for completing the task, one of them 

mentioned that the paper stated that ‘the house should be beautiful’. This ignited the debate 

whether the budget is going to be enough to complete the task successfully or not. In this case, 

the student who raised the concern opened the problem space to increase uncertainty.  
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Excerpt 2: 

P1: I mean, I'm going to be honest, I don't think a budget of 200k is going to cut the 

requirements of the house.  

P3: No, that's simply nothing.  

P2: No, you need like 200k for that. But is it 200k? Is it including the construction of 

the house? Or is the house already built?  

P1: Yeah, I'm confused.  

P3: Even the house already built for 400k.  

P1: Like, renovating an old house. So one window is... 

P4: Maybe the simulation gives us a very cheap price or something.  

P2: Yeah, hopefully. 

In this scenario, each participant increases the uncertainty by answering with just as much 

ambiguity as the other peers before. Thus, the unsureness of the participants is not resolved at 

the end of the interaction, just put aside with the hope of figuring it out at a later point in time. 

This kind of management strategy was mostly present at the beginning of the design tasks 

where students were still trying to experiment with what was possible and impossible in the 

CAD environment.  

 The next episode shows an example of when participants express their doubts about the 

design optimization of the house in order to adhere to the requirement of achieving a net-zero 

energy-efficient house. In this highlight, the students keep maintaining the ambiguity by 

debating about how the house should be shaped or where the rooms should face but cannot 

come to a consensus because of the present uncertainty. This episode is taken from the 

transcript of group 1.  

Excerpt 3: 

P1: That's what we make enough like, like so, so that multiple sites have the same … 

I don't know 

P2: What do you mean? 

P3: Like a diamond shape? 

P1: Do you want to make now room room? 

P2: No. What I want to I wanted to make like a rectangle like a triangle here so that 

the there's there's not really in north side and that there's always a side like 
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P2: I don't know as much as possible space facing South. So you can get as much solar 

stuff.  

P1: But then you have like 2 walls facing north, 

P2: Like like not not direct North but like northwestern, northeast. 

 

Lastly, the least number of times were uncertainty not considered, but it did still happen for 

example in group 3, where one of the participants was concerned about the number of solar 

panels, but the other group members did not even take a moment to consider reassuring him in 

order to resolve the ambiguity. In this case, the student is very unsure about the solar panels, 

but the other group members are more concerned about the walls of the house, how that works 

in the program and completely ignore the introduced uncertainty. In this case the ambiguity 

was not resolved by the interaction among the peers. 

Excerpt 4: 

P3: Solar panels… how many or how are we going to do… ? 

P1: Just like I think… Oh no…I think that's a it's a just a separate one. 

P2: Do we first want to do the interior walls? 

P3: Oh… 

P2: What? 

P1: Oh, so I think you should remain within the… 

P2: Oh, yeah. 

 

III. How did these uncertainties and their management within the group projects influence 

the final designs? 

To answer the final research question, one group, namely group 2 was chosen to be analysed. 

This group was chosen because the conversations about the design optimization and the 

ambiguities regarding it were the most prominent and visibly translated in their final product 

as well. Next, there will be quotations of the group in which the participants express their 

ambiguity throughout the design process and how these conversations translated later in their 

design products. The first excerpt presented is a conversation piece which occurred before 

starting the actual design process, in the brainstorming phase. Because of the lack of scientific 

knowledge of the group, participants are analysing together the presented issue of the size of 

the windows, angle of the walls and how the sunlight influences the energy use of the house. 
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The strategy the group made use of is the reduction of the ambiguity which influenced their 

design in having one floor over two in the house design and an angled roof.  

Excerpt 5: 

P2: But then how does having large windows have a relation with maximum solar 

radiation?  

P4: Isn't it for like solar panels? We want the angle of solar panels?  

P2: I mean yeah but they have to talk about windows.  

P4: Ah…I wasn't here yet. 

P2: But then they mean the inside of the house or something. Or what? I don’t 

know…What can you do to allow the maximum light into the house, through the 

windows?  

P4: Yeah, like if the windows, this angle, there's more light coming in, I guess.  

P2: Yeah.  

P3: It's stronger, yeah.  

P2: So what would that imply? That you have like non-vertical walls. Kill the wall.  

P4: Yeah. Maybe.  

P2: Maybe, or maybe like windows in the ceiling. 

P4: Yeah… 

P2: I think that's more efficient  

P1: Then you get like a lot of natural sunlight in the house  

P3: Could it be then one floor better than Multiple floors or ..? 

P2: Yeah, cuz then yeah. Yeah, it's like the lower floor won't get any sunlight from the 

top.  

P3: So make a bit larger, but one floor.  

P1: We have like a maximum width or square meters for the house, right? 

P3: The only thing that he says here, the house platform must not exceed the default 

platform.  

P1: Okay. 
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Excerpt 6: 

P2: Okay, so what can you [do to] allow the maximum light into the house through 

the windows? Uhm…Roof windows, how do you say that?  

P3: Uhm…Position windows on the roof, maybe one storey.  

P2: Yeah, and also, okay, so one storey house and also...uhm…How do you say that? 

Sun rises in the east and sets in the west, right?  

P4: Yeah 

P2: To have more windows on those sides rather than north and south, I would say. 

P1: Uhhum. Also for just the base design of the house, like if you're going to go for a 

nice roof and flair, it's going to eat up a lot of the budget. I feel like we should approach 

like the Cybertruck angle, where we minimize on like shapes and shit. A minimalistic 

yet somewhat nice as possible so we can invest more of the budget into solar panels… 

P2: Hmm yeah.  

P1: …gardens, I don’t know… 

These conversation pieces (excerpt 6 and 7) also convey that the students debated the position 

of the windows and solar panels a couple of more times during the design period of the first 

house. They employed uncertainty reducing strategies by asking team members for information 

and confirmation when they felt unsure about an issue, in this case the position of the windows 

and solar panels. These issues were solved and appeared in the design by, once again, having 
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an angled roof with the solar panels on it, windows on the roof and most windows positioned 

on the southern part of the house. 

Excerpt 7: 

P4: Okay, so we wanted to slant it here. What's the north? Because we wanted to slant 

it to the...  

P2: East is that way, north. To the south, right? North is this side. This. This is north.  

P3: So we have south and north and we want it there, right? So, nice. We can... Yeah, 

exactly. Both way.  

P4: To the south.  

P2: But wait, what is the perfect... Perfect position for solar panels? South? 

P4: Yeah. 

P2: …that it’s south-faced? Okay. So then we want it to have to be extended like this. 
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Next, there was a debate whether the group should plant trees around the house and what it 

could potentially do with the energy consumption during winter and summer. In this scenario, 

the reduction of uncertainty was chosen as a strategy by asking team members for confirmation 

about the presented information of trees giving shadows and cooling naturally the house, thus 

reducing energy costs. The resolution of the ambiguity resulted in having two trees in front of 

the house, on the northern side.  
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Excerpt 8:  

P4: I think trees are good for keeping it cool during the summer.  

P3:  Uhhum… 

P4: Not only the shadow on the house, but also the area around it. I'm not sure what 

it does during winter. 

P2: Maybe it keeps the warmth in. It's like kind of an insulation layer around the house. 

Let's say you wear on the jacket. That's like kind of the thing around it.  

P4: It’s just… During winter, it's just leaves, so it doesn't create as much shadow.  

P2: No, but you don't really need that in winter, I think.  

P1: No, but that's good. That's good.  

P4: Okay.  

 

In the final design, student had to use the whole platform and had to redo everything based on 

the original house which could make it more energy efficient, in the budget and adherent to all 

task requirements. First, they had some confusion about the side where they should place the 

bedrooms and the solar panels. This debate was followed by a discussion about the main 

problem in Boston (where the design took place in the program) in which the participants were 

talking about hot versus cold as potential issues in order to decide how to place the windows 
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and solar panels. This ambiguity was reduced by requesting information from team members. 

The design in the end included the front door, the living room, one room and tall the solar 

panels on the Southern side of the house, with an angled roof.  

Excerpt 9: 

P3: Just for logic, sorry. Where is the South where’s North in this? For the solar 

panel and windows.  

P4: I think we want this on the South. Yeah, or we want the bedrooms on the South. 

P3: We have solar panel windows also there. And if we make the same type of roof 

that we did before? 

Next, the roof was up to debate. This conversation piece took place for a longer period of time. 

The team was busy with deciding how to create the roof exactly to make it the most energy and 

cost efficient. They employed reducing uncertainty as a strategy to deal with it. In the end, their 

design was influenced by this interaction in a way that the roof was a custom, angled roof.  

Excerpt 10:  

P1: Can we make beams, like metal pipes or beams or something? Can we add that 

somewhere? Make a wire frame that makes it look like a roof, but then we fill in some 

parts with solar panels and we can just leave the costs.  

P4: The solar panels. Do they insulate enough to...  
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P1: No, but we don't. We don't care about that. We just make it flat, and then we make 

a roof out of wires.  

P4: You do have houses that have roofs where solar panels are like built on the roof. 

Yeah. But then you don't have to work angle. You do need something underneath the 

solar panel. Yeah. 

… 

P4: Yeah, that's good. Okay, roof. Roof. Quick.  

P3: Which one?  

P4: This one, yeah. *points on the screen* And then custom.  

P3: Custom?  

P4: That works best. Yeah. And a cool bell. And you can move the points.  

P1: I kind of like this. It's like a futuristic, symmetrical. Right now it's symmetrical.  

P2: It is cool.  

P4: Okay, wait. We can keep it symmetrical. 

P4: Yeah, yeah. Or like, oh no. Wait. Maybe drag.  

P2: Yeah, drag that to the middle. Or like, oh.  

P1: Yeah, I like this.  

P2: Can you put it a bit more to the middle? Yeah. To like the other, yeah, that one. 

To the other white dots. That one, yeah. Wow. Oh, nice.  

The positioning of the windows were again causing ambiguity among the participants like in 

the previous design. They were reducing the ambiguity by trial-error in the program, placing 

windows on certain sides while thinking-aloud together. In the end, the Northern side got two 

smaller windows, the Southern a big and a small window and the two sides each got one-one 

window in the final design. 

Excerpt 11:  

P1: Windows?  

P4: Just one…One window per room and then a big one for the living room. Nice. 

Right on the side. That's smart. I want to try to get the... OK. 

P2: You get a smaller window.  

P1: I mean, it's only two meters high. I'm sure this is like, I was also probing. The 

ceiling would be like here. *pointing on the board*  
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P2: And then also the window maybe here. *pointing on the board* 

P1: And then a window like this. *creating a window in the program*  

P4: Yeah, that's good. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, building on previous experience, the students also incorporated two trees in the final 

design. The positioning of these regarding their use for energy consumption was causing 

uncertainty in the group. This was reduced by the participants continuously asking each other 

for information and confirmation with the placing of the trees.  

Excerpt 12: 

P4: Can you built two trees next to a window? The trees.  

P1: Oh yeah, we want in front of the windows that we have no lights. Can we have a 

few?  

P2: Can we put them like next to the house so that there is no blockage?  

P4: The idea is that it blocks lights during the summer when it's too warm. OK, in 

winter… 

P2: Yeah, OK, yeah, makes sense. Yeah, yeah.  

P4: So. But yeah, it shouldn't be too close to the solar panel.  

P3: Exactly.  

P4: Maybe a bit to the left. 

P3: Here? *making a tree in the program* 
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P2: Yeah.  

P3: Another one? Maybe. Here? Yeah. One here. Okay.  

P1: And then maybe one here in the middle so it captures two roofs.  

P4: Here with this sun north. There's some sun coming.  

P2: Then at least I have a nice view.  

P4: Yeah, it looks nice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The last thing which created a discussion within the group was the colour of the house which 

appeared the following way:  

Excerpt 13: 

P3: The colour of the house?  

P2: Yellow? Or pink?  

P1: Pink. Yeah, pink is great. Pink is full. Let's make a Barbie house, yeah.  

P2: Yeah. So this one can be... Pink, a little like light pink. Like light pink. Light pink?  

P4: Let's make it look like a texture.  

P1: It's the black and pink. Almost… 

P3: Oh, that's so cute. OK 
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The uncertainty was reduced by trying to seek consensus within the group about the colour of 

the house. The final design became pink.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the pictures below the two analyses of the group’s initial and final house design can be seen 

(Figure 3 & 4).  

Figure 3 

The annual analysis of the first house design of student group 2 
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Figure 4 

The annual analysis of the second house design of student group 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These annual energy reports within the program show that although both houses were within 

the required budget, the first house has positive net energy throughout the year which indicates 

that it consumes more energy than it produces. On the contrary, the second house has a negative 

net energy for a significant part of the year which leads to the conclusion that it consumes less 
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energy than it produces, especially in the summer months. These results could be due to the 

higher number of solar panels, better positioning, the positioning of the trees and overall design.  

6 Discussion 

The current qualitative study explored what kind of uncertainties university-level students 

experience while working on a computer-aided design enabled engineering project and what 

strategies they employed when facing these ambiguities. Lastly, it was discussed how the final 

design was influenced by the uncertainties and their management in the groups. The results 

were gained and interpreted from the observed interactions of students while working on the 

projects and the post-task interviews conducted with the students. While participants worked 

on collaborative problem solving, they experienced uncertainty regarding the design 

optimization of the task and issues regarding the scientific knowledgebase required to finish 

the task successfully. The efforts of the participants to manage the present uncertainty varied, 

sometimes it was a direct attempt to resolve it, sometimes the solution required the 

implementation of another strategy in the group.  

Current study found that regardless the source of the uncertainty within the group, 

participants mostly employed strategies in order to reduce it. To be more precise, students 

chose to interact and ask for information from peers to resolve their ambiguity the most often.  

Moreover, there were some nuanced patterns of uncertainty management observed which need 

a deeper explanation. While most groups employed reduction strategy to deal with the 

ambiguity, some of them did it upfront and throughput the design process, others transitioned 

to or from increasing and maintaining uncertainty. As a matter of fact, groups 2 and 3 

demonstrated a dynamic approach where they initially focused on reducing uncertainty before 

transitioning to strategies which increased or ignored ambiguity to return finally to reducing it, 

to close the circle. Group 3, in particular, maintained the level of uncertainty in a way that 

suggests a strategic approach of dealing with it. On the contrary, group 1 predominantly 

engaged in reducing the ambiguity intermittently, then briefly explored strategies to increase 

or ignore it before going back to reducing it. These patterns of behaviour within the groups 

suggest distinctive group dynamics and problem-solving approaches in each student sets.  

The oscillation between group 2’s constant change of reducing and increasing 

uncertainty and group 3’s intermittent maintenance of it raises intriguing considerations 

regarding the role of uncertainty management strategies in collaborative engineering design 

tasks. The various transitions between strategies of the groups reflect a sophisticated 
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engagement with creative problem-solving ways which help students navigate complexities 

and foster innovative problem solutions (Xu et al., 2023).  

The student sets that oscillate between strategies of managing ambiguity might adapt 

quicker to newer information or challenges, but potentially could face more problems in group 

cohesion and focus. However, the distinct pattern of frequent shifts between reducing and 

increasing of uncertainty with a less emphasis on maintaining it is the strategy use of group 2, 

which suggests unique approaches to explore new ways of problem solving. This is an essential 

balance in engineering design task solutions where new ideas and efficiency are of a high value.  

Additionally, it is suggested that those groups who started with reducing the uncertainty 

might create a stable foundation for a safe innovative behaviour instead of employing risk-

taking behaviours. This is especially true for group 1 where members strongly focused on 

reducing uncertainty followed by a brief experimentation period with other strategies. This 

indicated their preference for a predictable and clear problem-solving path which might come 

at the expense of potentially exploring other, more innovative solutions.  

Since one of the core elements of engineering design projects is experimenting with the 

design in order to optimize the outcome, it is not surprising that mostly groups faced 

uncertainty related to the design optimization while working on the task (Crismond & Adams, 

2012). As a matter of fact, facing such ambiguities during the design process could potentially 

be beneficial for the learning curve of the students since uncertainty provides opportunities for 

them to debate and experiment on different aspects of the task and thus construct knowledge 

based on these discussions (Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012; Jordan & McDaniel, 2014). These 

debates can be seen multiple times throughout the design process, for example in excerpt 1; 2 

and 3, as well.  Although uncertainty or failure are still often considered in learning contexts 

as detrimental, research conducted by Kapur and Bielazyc (2012) convened that when this 

ambiguity is properly managed, it could be beneficial for learning. Similarly, when students 

experiment with design activities, especially when they are not familiar with the nature of the 

task, it is expected to see them struggle with the lack of scientific knowledge. This was the case 

in the current study as well, since most participants were not familiar with the scientific 

concepts necessary to understand in order to build a simulated net-zero energy house. This can 

be observed in multiple presented excerpts, including excerpts 5 and 8 where students debate 

among each other about information related to isolation and the way how the sun and shadows 

impact the layout of the house. Overall, the lack of this knowledge caused less ambiguity for 
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the groups than issues related to the design optimization, but still showed up at multiple 

occasions in the transcripts. What is important for students, as they face ambiguities of any 

kind, is knowing how to manage them effectively to turn them into learning opportunities.  

Finally, when it comes to the last aspect of the study, one student group was highlighted 

to see how the types of uncertainties they faced and what strategies they employed to manage 

these ambiguities influenced their final design. This group faced almost equally as many design 

optimization issues as scientific knowledge-related ones. It is interesting to see that this group 

mostly employed strategies to reduce or increase uncertainty which lead them to complete the 

task successfully on the second try, but not the first.  

 In conclusion, in case of CAD-enabled engineering design tasks such as the one 

described in this research tend to be full of uncertainty, as one issue is solved by the group, 

another new ambiguity might emerge which needs to be managed. Hence, for students to 

achieve their learning goals in a project like this, they need to be capable of managing their 

experienced uncertainties.  

7 Implications for practice 

In this research, similarly to of Jordan & McDaniel (2014), as students work together on an 

engineering design task collaboratively, they employ coping strategies for maintaining, 

increasing, reducing, or ignoring uncertainty.  The findings of the current study are especially 

applicable for engineering design and science learning projects since these trajectories employ 

multiple sources of ambiguity. Both of these domains are categorized by open-ended, ill-

structured problem solving and design processes which create uncertainty by nature (Crismond 

& Adams, 2012; Dym et al., 2005). Additionally, as both design engineering and science 

learning are viewed as collaborative endeavours, uncertainty can spring from relational 

challenges with peers when attempting to come up with a solution to a task.  

Understanding and conceptualizing uncertainty and its management can aid 

instructional designers and teachers to shape tasks in a way which facilitates learning. Dealing 

with uncertainty is essential in collaborative problem solving and design tasks. This research 

showed that the way how students respond to ambiguity and the strategies they employ to help 

them deal with it could potentially impact their performance in CAD-enabled engineering 

tasks. Namely, actively engaging in uncertainty within the design group, new ideas might spark 

and when it is socially supported, it might lead to a productive solution to the task. It can also 

be concluded that employing a computer-aided design program can be a useful tool to help 
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teachers in engineering education by providing students with the opportunity to experiment 

and explore new ideas while facing uncertainty which, in return, could lead to fostering 

learning.  

This study did not come up with any interventions or developments which could help 

students learn managing their uncertainties, but it could act as a first step towards such an 

intervention in the future. There are already existing suggestions for possible interventions in 

previous research. Examples of these include the research made by Metz (2004) where learners 

are taught to recognize their uncertainty which was later on broadened by Jordan (2012) by 

teaching students how to acknowledge their uncertainties. Finally, Jarvela and Hadwin (2013) 

and Jordan and McDaniel (2014) suggested that social interactions and recognizing and 

regulating peers’ uncertainties in a collaborative setting can also be learned. Thus, the current 

research contributes to these previous findings and together with those it brings educational 

designers one step closer to coming up with an overall model which can teach students 

constructively deal with uncertainty and foster learning.  

8 Limitations and future research directions 

Like most studies, the current one also offered useful insights into uncertainty management but 

is not without certain limitations which are going to be addressed in the following paragraphs. 

Understanding and reflecting upon these shortcomings is crucial to provide improvement 

points for future research. The current study was based on qualitative research in which only 

13 participants were selected via convenience sampling which could significantly impact the 

study’s statistical reliability, validity, and general power. Since the selection procedure for 

participants was through convenience sampling, it by its nature, does not ensure a fully 

representative sample of the broader population. This raises concerns and can introduce bias 

while limiting the generalizability of the findings (Faber & Fonseca, 2014). Additionally, the 

small sample size can further undermine the experiment’s external and internal validity as it 

may not adequately capture the complexity and diversity within the population being studied. 

(Bhandari, 2023).  This can also lead to the results being not robust enough and not replicable, 

affecting the study’s reliability. Moreover, drawing conclusions or applying the findings of the 

experiment in a population-wide, broader context could be challenging because of the lack of 

a sufficient participant pool (Crouch & McKenzie, 2006). Hence, regarding future research, it 

is recommended to increase the sample size and to use other sampling methods than 

convenience sampling to strengthen the reliability and validity of the study. Furthermore, 
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existing research also suggests that demographic differences, such as gender, age, or ethnicity 

can mitigate the way and how often individuals might manifest uncertainty and how peers 

interpret this. That is why it is suggested that future research also explores such differences 

regarding uncertainty management in collaborative engineering tasks.  

The inconsistency in the volume and quality of the video and audio data collected 

among different groups significantly influenced the qualitative analysis's efficacy. In certain 

groups, missing segments of the sessions presented challenges in correlating observed 

behaviours with specific markers. The initial aim was to document participant emotions, 

paralinguistic markers and their expression of uncertainty by gestures as well, however, the 

absence of comprehensive video and audio data restricted the depth of understanding in these 

areas.  

For future studies, enhancing the recording setup in all sessions is advisable. This can 

be achieved by segregating the groups and ensuring clear visibility of each participant on 

camera. Additionally, equipping each participant with individual microphones will improve 

audio recording quality, capturing their voices more precisely. By overcoming these technical 

issues, a more dependable dataset for qualitative analysis can be obtained, thus reinforcing the 

findings' validity and interpretability. 

When the participants reflected on their experience working on the design project in the 

context of the post-task interviews, they mentioned that their lack of motivation to perform 

well in the task played a crucial role in handling their uncertainties and issues with the group 

or the task. One student mentioned the following:  

“It was difficult to really get invested in such a project just because I know I'm not 

going to do anything with this in the future, and it's just such a short time. So for me, 

it was difficult to actually right now isn't the same as I would assess other group 

partners in like a longer scale project at the university. So it's difficult for me to assess 

a lot of these things.” 

Another student explained during the interview that there was no real attachment to the task 

from their side, which made it less challenging to work together as a group: 

“Well, I feel like because we were not very much emotionally attached to this project 

because it's just an experiment. It's not like, like an actual thing for studies. We I mean, 

at least I wasn't very much attached to my ideas. So if someone else came up with a 
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different idea in mind, which. Was also good. I, I didn't mind letting go of my own idea. 

At least that was for me, the case, but might be different when it's like a bigger project 

to which I am more attached. But in this one I was more open for other ideas. So that 

made it also easier to, to to change to a different view.” 

These statements from the students led to the conclusion that the students were not 

motivated enough to engage in more meaningful task-related conversations or debates which 

resulted in a less cognitively demanding task overall. Furthermore, the task requirements were 

overall considered easily achievable for the university-level participants which resulted in less 

uncertainty overall. Thus, future research is required to either create a more complicated task 

for the students to work on in the CAD-enabled program, or to repeat the experiment on a lower 

educational level to gain a better insight into the possibilities of managing uncertainty in 

engineering design tasks. 

9 Conclusion  

This thesis, titled "Managing Uncertainty in Student Design Groups While Using a Computer-

Aided Design Environment," delves into the ways university students manage uncertainty 

during collaborative computer-aided engineering tasks. It aims to construct a model of 

uncertainty management strategies beneficial for instructional design, particularly in the realm 

of collaborative problem-solving within engineering education. 

The study employs qualitative methods, including video recordings and interviews, to 

explore the experience of uncertainty among student design groups engaged in engineering 

projects using CAD tools. The research identifies various types of uncertainties faced by 

students, such as design optimization issues and lack of scientific knowledge, and documents 

the strategies employed to manage these uncertainties, including reducing, ignoring, 

maintaining, or increasing uncertainty as per the situation demands. 

The findings highlight the prevalence of uncertainty in engineering design tasks and the 

critical role of collaborative learning in managing such uncertainties. It underscores the 

necessity for instructional designs that support learning through the management of 

uncertainties, fostering an environment where students are encouraged to engage with and learn 

from the uncertainties inherent in design tasks. The study also points out the potential for CAD 

tools to facilitate this learning process by enabling students to experiment and explore design 

options in a collaborative setting. Additionally, this paper also raises several open questions 

regarding the optimal ways to support students in managing uncertainties in collaborative 
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learning environments. These, among others, include:  How does the level of uncertainty 

experienced by students impact their collaborative problem-solving processes and outcomes?; 

What role does peer interaction play in the management of uncertainties, and how can it be 

optimized to improve learning outcomes?; What specific tools or digital platforms can 

effectively support students in navigating uncertainties during collaborative learning tasks? 

Future research may explore the impact of different instructional designs on students' ability to 

manage uncertainties and the potential for integrating specific tools or resources to facilitate 

this process. 

In conclusion, the thesis contributes to the understanding of how uncertainty is managed 

within student design groups in a CAD environment. It suggests that effective management of 

uncertainty is crucial for the learning process in engineering design, offering insights that can 

inform the development of instructional strategies and tools to enhance learning outcomes in 

collaborative design projects. Further research is recommended to expand the findings and 

develop more comprehensive models and strategies for managing uncertainty in educational 

settings. 
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Appendix C - AIRE, Self-Regulation scale 
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